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2 ylebbah�algerieom.omUniversité d'Oran Es-Senia, Faulté des Sienes, Département d'Informatique,B.P. 1524 El-M'Naouar, Oran, AlgeriaAbstrat. This paper introdues a new framework for takling on-straints over the �oating-point numbers. An important appliation areawhere suh solvers are required is program analysis (e.g., strutural testase generation, orretness proof of numeri operations). Albeit the�oating-point numbers are a �nite subset of the real numbers, lassialCSP tehniques are ine�etive due to the huge size of the domains. Rela-tions that hold over the real numbers may not hold over the �oating-pointnumbers. Moreover, onstraints that have no solutions over the reals mayhold over the �oats. Thus, interval-narrowing tehniques, whih are usedin numeri CSP, annot safely solve onstraints systems over the �oats.We analyse here the spei� properties of the relations over the �oats. ACSP over the �oats is formally de�ned. We show how loal-onsisteny�ltering algorithms used in interval solvers an be adapted to ahieve asafe pruning of suh CSP. Finally, we illustrate the apabilities of a CSPover the �oats for the generation of test data.1 IntrodutionThis paper introdues a new framework for takling onstraints over the �oating-point numbers. Due to the spei� properties of the �oating-point numbers,neither lassial CSP tehniques nor interval-narrowing tehniques are e�etiveto handle them. The triky point is that onstraints that have no solutions overthe reals may hold over the �oats. Moreover, relations that hold over the realnumbers may not hold over the �oating-point numbers. For instane, Equation

16.0+x = 16.0 with x > 0 has solutions over the �oats with a rounding mode setto near whereas there is no solution over IR. Equation x2 = 2 has no solutionover the �oats with the usual rounding mode (round to nearest) whereas thesolution over IR is √2.An important appliation area where suh solvers are required is programanalysis (e.g., strutural test ase generation, orretness proof of numeri op-erations). For instane, strutural test tehniques are widely used in the unit
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testing proess of software. A major hallenge of this proess onsists in gener-ating test data automatially, i.e., in �nding input values for whih a seletedpoint in a proedure is exeuted. We have shown in [Got00,GBK98℄ that thelater problem an be handled e�iently by translating a non-trivial imperativeprogram into a CSP over �nite domains. However, when these programs ontainarithmeti operations that involve �oating-point numbers, the hallenge is toompute test data that are valid even when the arithmeti operations performedby the program to be tested are unsafe. In other word, the onstraint solvershould not ompute the smallest interval that ontains the solution in IR, but asolution over the �oats that omplies with the arithmeti evaluation proess inimperative language like C or C++.Thus, when generating test data for programs with numeri operations overthe �oats, the ritial issue is to guaranty that the input data derived from theonstraint system are safe, i.e., that the seleted instrution will atually beexeuted when the program to be tested is alled with that data (see Setion 5).So, what we need is a safe solver over the �oats.In the remainder of this setion we �rst detail our motivations before pro-viding a brief summary of our framework.1.1 MotivationsLike any onstraint over �nite domains, a onstraint over the �oats is a subset ofthe Cartesian produt of the domains, whih spei�es the allowed ombinationsof values for the variables. However onstraints systems over the �oats have somevery spei� properties:� The size of the domains is very large: they are more than 1018 �oating-pointnumbers in the interval [−1, 1]. So, lassial CSP tehniques are ine�etiveto handle these onstraint systems.� The evaluation of a onstraint is not a trivial task: the result of the evaluationof onstraint c(x1, . . . , xn) for an n-uplet of �oating-point numbers dependson various parameters (e.g., rounding mode, mathematial library, �oating-point unit proessor, sequene of evaluation).Sine onstraints over the �oats are de�ned by arithmeti expressions, a ques-tion whih naturally arises is that of the ability of interval solvers �like PROLOGIV[Col94℄, Numeria[VHMD97℄ or DeCli [Gua00℄� to handle them. Using in-terval solvers to takle onstraints over the �oats yields two major problems:� Interval solvers are not onservative over the �oats, i.e., they may removesolutions over the �oats, whih are not solutions over the reals. For instane,any �oating-point value in [−1.77635683940025046e−15, 1.776356839400250
46e− 15] is a solution of the relation 16.1 = 16.1+ x over the �oats whereasPROLOG IV redues the domain of x to 0 (with a rounding mode set to near).Likewise, the relation cos(x) = 1 holds for any �oating-point value in theinterval [−1.05367121277235798e − 08, 1.05367121277235798e − 08]3 while3 With x ∈ [−π
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] on a SPARC proessor (with the libm library and a roundingmode set to near).



PROLOG IV and DeCli respetively redue the domain of x to 0 and to
[−4.9406564584124655e− 324, +4.9406564584124655e− 324].Of ourse, these problems are ampli�ed by the symboli transformations thatsome solvers perform to prune the intervals better.� Solutions provided by interval solvers are tight intervals that may ontain asolution over the reals whereas the solutions we are looking for are n-upletof �oating-point values.That is why we introdue here a new solver based on a onservative �lteringalgorithm, i.e., an algorithm that does not remove any solutions over the �oats.Roughly speaking, this algorithm takes advantages of the loal onsisteny al-gorithms used in the interval solvers to identify a subpart of the searh spaewhih may not ontain any solution. An evaluation proess that omplies withthe arithmeti omputations performed in imperative language like C or C++,is used to verify that these subparts do not ontain any solution.1.2 Outline of the paperThe next setion introdues the notations, realls some basi de�nitions, andstates the working hypothesis (e.g., ompliane with IEEE 754 norm [ANS85℄).A CSP over the �oats is formally de�ned in Setion 3. Filtering algorithms forCSP over the �oats are detailed in Setion 4. Setion 5 illustrates the apabilitiesof a CSP over the �oats for test data generation. The last setion disusses someextensions of our framework.2 Notations and basi de�nitionsThis setion introdues the notations and realls some basi de�nitions that arerequired in the rest of the paper. Note that the de�nition of the intervals di�ersfrom the lassial de�nition of intervals over the reals.2.1 NotationsWe mainly use the notations suggested by Kearfott [Kea96℄. Thus, throughout,boldfae will denote intervals, lower ase will denote salar quantities, and up-per ase will denote vetors and sets. Brakets �[.℄� will delimit intervals whileparentheses �(.)� will delimit vetors. Undersores will denote lower bounds ofintervals and oversores will denote upper bounds of intervals.We will also use the following notations, whih are slightly non-standard :� IR = R ∪ {−∞, +∞} denotes the set of real numbers augmented with thetwo in�nity symbols. IF denotes a �nite subset of IR ontaining {−∞, +∞}.Pratially speaking, IF orresponds to the set of �oating-point numbers;� v stands for a onstant in IF , v+ (resp. v−) orresponds to the smallest (resp.largest) number of IF stritly greater (resp. lower) than v;� f, g denote funtions over the �oats; c : IFn → Bool denotes a onstraintover the �oats; X(c) denotes the variables ourring in onstraint c.



2.2 IntervalsDe�nition 1 (Intervals).An interval x = [x, x], with x and x ∈ IF , is the set of �oating-point values
{v ∈ IF | x ≤ v ≤ x}. I denotes the set of intervals and is ordered by setinlusion.We draw the attention of the reader to the fat that an interval representshere a �nite subset of the reals.2.3 Representation of �oating-point numbersFloating-point numbers provide a disrete representation of the real numbers.This disretisation is needed due to the limited memory resoures of the om-puters. It results in approximations and triky properties.The IEEE 754 standard [ANS85℄ for binary �oating-point arithmeti4 is nowwidely aepted and most of the available �oating-point units omply with it.This setion realls the main features of the IEEE 754 standard that are requiredto understand the rest of this paper.IEEE 754 de�nes two primary representations of �oating-point numbers, sim-ple and double, and o�ers the possibility to handle two others representationssimple extended and double extended. If the two �rst representations are well de-�ned and always available within the IEEE 754 ompliant �oating-point units,the latter may vary among the di�erent implementations5.Di�erenes between representations ould be aptured by two parameters:the size t (in bits) of the exponent e and the size p (in bits) of the signi�ant m.Thus a set of �oating-point numbers is well de�ned by IF(t,p).Eah �oating-point number is fully de�ned by a 3-uples 〈s, m, e〉 where s isa bit whih denotes the sign, m is the represented part of the signi�ant and eis the biased exponent6.The standard distinguishes di�erent lasses of �oating-point numbers. As-suming emax is the maximal value an exponent ould take in IF(t,p) (i.e., withall its t-bits set to 1), the standard de�nes the following lasses of numbers:� normalized numbers de�ned by 0 < e < emax. This lass of numbers repre-sent the following real number (−1)s × 1.m × 2(e−bias).� denormalized numbers de�ned by m 6= 0 and e = 0. Denormalized numbersare used to �ll regularly the gaps between zero and the �rst normalizednumbers. Their value is (−1)s × 0.m × 2(−bias+1).4 IEEE 854 extends �oating-point number representation by allowing the use of de-imal instead of binary numbers. In this paper we restrit ourselves to the binaryformat.5 The standard just �xes some minimal requirement over the preision o�ered by therepresentation6 Exponents in IEEE 754 follow a quite unusual onvention to represent negativevalues: a bias is subtrated from the stored value in order to get its real value.



� in�nites de�ned by m = 0 and e = emax and represented by the two symbols
+∞ and −∞.� signed zero de�ned by m = 0 and e = 0. The IEEE 754 standard has hosento sign the zero to handle ases where a signed zero is required to get aorret result.� Not-a-Number (NaN's) de�ned by m 6= 0, e = emax. The NaN's allows tohandle exeptional ases �like a division by zero� without stopping theomputation.2.4 Floating-point arithmeti: rounding modes and exeptionsRounding is neessary to lose the operations over IF . The usual result ofthe evaluation of an expression over �oating-point numbers is not a �oating-point number. The rounding funtion maps the result of evaluations to available�oating-point numbers. Four rounding modes are available:� to +∞ whih maps x to the least �oating-point number xk suh that x ≤ xk.� to −∞ whih maps x to the greatest �oating-point number xk suh that
x ≥ xk.� to 0 whih is equivalent to rounding to −∞ if x ≥ 0 and to rounding to +∞if x < 0. This rounding mode has to be ompared with trunation.� to the nearest even whih maps x to the nearest �oating point number. When
x is equidistant from two �oating-point numbers, then x is mapped to theone that has a 0 as its least signi�ant bit in its mantissa.To provide a better auray, the standard requires exat rounding of thebasi operations. Exatly rounded means that the omputation of the resultmust be done exatly before rounding. More formally, let ⊙ ∈ {⊕,⊖,⊗,⊘} bea binary operator, x ∈ IF , y ∈ IF , two �oating-point numbers, and Round arounding funtion, then, if ⊙ is exatly rounded: x ⊙ y =def Round(x . y). Thesquare root also belongs to exatly rounded funtions. Funtions whih do notwork with the exatly rounded mode may yield signi�ant round o� error (e.g.,Intel 387 provides transendental funtions with up to 4.5 ulps7 error).IEEE 754 also de�nes exeptions and exeptions �ags. They denote eventswhih might our during the omputation. Suh events are under�ow, over�ow,inexat result, et. The handling of these exeptions is out of the range of thispaper.Almost none of the nie algebrai properties of the reals is preserved by�oating-point arithmeti. For example, the basi operations do not have an in-verse operation.7 Roughly speaking, an ulps orresponds to the size of the gap between two onseutive�oating-point numbers.



2.5 Working hypothesisIn the rest of this paper we assume that all omputations are done with the samerounding mode and omply with the IEEE 754 reommendations.Floating-point numbers will be understood as double (i.e. IF(11,52)), and neitherNaN's nor exeptions �ags will be handled. That's to say, the set IF is de�ned bythe union of the set normalized numbers, the set of the denormalized numbers,the in�nites and the signed zero.The level of reasoning is that of the FPU (Floating Point Unit). So, when soureode is onsidered, we assume that the ompiler omplies both with the ANSI Cand IEEE754 standard, and that the ompiler does not perform any optimiza-tion.3 Constraint systems over �oating-point numbersIn this setion we formally de�ne onstraint systems over �oating-point num-bers (named FCSP in the rest of the paper). We investigate the apabilities ofloal onsistenies �like 2B�onsisteny and Box�onsisteny� for pruning thesearh spae. We show that the �ltering algorithms that ahieves these onsis-tenies require a relaxation of the projetion funtions that prevents them toensure that all solutions of the FCSP are preserved.3.1 Floating-point number CSPsA FCSP (�oating-point onstraint system) P = (X ,D, C) is de�ned by:� a set of variables X = {x1, ..., xn};� a set D = {D1, ..., Dn} of urrent domains where Di is a �nite set of possible�oating-point values for variable xi;� a set C of onstraints between the variables.
|C| denotes the number of onstraints while |X | denotes the number of vari-ables. A onstraint c on the ordered set of variables X(c) = (x1, ..., xr) is asubset T (c) of the Cartesian produt (D1 × ... × Dr) that spei�es the allowedombinations of values for variables (x1, ..., xr).The syntatial expression of a onstraint cj : IF k → Bool is denoted by

fj(x1, ..., xn) ⋄ 0 where ⋄ ∈ {=, ≤, ≥} and fj : IF k → IF . Note thatany expression of the form fj(x1, ..., xn) ⋄ gj(x1, ..., xm) an be rewritten in
fj(x1, ..., xn)−gj(x1, ..., xm) ⋄ 0 sine the following property : x = y ↔ x−y = 0over the set of onsidered �oating point numbers [Gol91℄.Let eval(f(v1, . . . , vn), r) be the arithmeti evaluation of expression f overthe n-uplet of �oating-point numbers < v1, . . . , vn > with a rounding mode
r ∈ {+∞,−∞, 0, near}.A onstraint c holds for a n-uplet < v1, . . . , vn > if eval(f(v1, ..., vn), r) ⋄ 0is true. A solution of a FCSP de�ned by the 3-uplet 〈X ,D, C〉 is a n-uplet <
v1, . . . , vn > of �oating-point values suh that ∀cj ∈ C, eval(fj(v1, ..., vn), r) ⋄ 0is true.



Next setion outlines the limit of standard loal onsisteny algorithms for asafe pruning of the searh spae of an FCSP.3.2 Limits of loal onsisteniesLoal �ltering algorithms over reals are based upon 2B-onsisteny and Box-onsisteny. Formal de�nitions of 2B-onsisteny and Box-onsisteny an befound in [CDR98℄. We will just reall here the basi idea of these loal onsis-tenies.
2B-onsisteny [Lho93℄ states a loal property on the bounds of the domainsof a variable at a single onstraint level. Roughly speaking, a onstraint c is

2B-onsistent if, for any variable x, there exist values in the domains of all othervariables whih satisfy c when x is �xed to x and x.Algorithms ahieving 2B-�ltering work by narrowing domains and, thus, needto ompute the projetion of a onstraint cj over the variable xi in the spaedelimited by the domains of all variables but xi ourring in cj . Exat projetionfuntions annot be omputed in the general ase [CDR98℄. Thus, 2B-�lteringdeomposes the initial onstraints in ternary basi onstraints for whih it istrivial to ompute the projetion [Dav87,Lho93℄.Unfortunately, the inverse projetion funtions introdued by the 2B-�lteringare not onservative. For example, the equation 16.0 = 16.0+x, is handled by thesolver as x = 16.0−16.0, whih results in x = 0, whereas the �oating-point solu-tions is any �oat belonging to [−8.88178419700125232e−16, 1.776356839400250
46e − 15].

Box-onsisteny [BMVH94,HS94℄ is a oarser relaxation of Arc-onsistenythan 2B-onsisteny. It generates univariate relations by replaing all existen-tially quanti�ed variables but one with their intervals in the initial onstraints.Contrary to 2B-�ltering, Box-�ltering does not require any onstraint deom-position of the initial onstrain systems.E�etive implementations of Box-onsisteny (e.g., Numeria[VHMD97℄, De-Cli [Gua00℄) use the interval Newton method to ompute the leftmost and therightmost 0 of the generated univariate relations. Again, some solutions over the�oats may be lost due to the Taylor manipulation introdued by the intervalNewton method. For example, onsider the equation f(x, y, z) = x + y + z = 0,with x ∈ X = [−1, 1], y ∈ Y = [16.0, 16.0], z ∈ Z = [−16.0,−16.0]. IntervalNewton iteration X := X ∩ (m(X)− f(m(X),Y,Z)
∂f
∂x

(X,Y,Z)
) immediately yields X = [0, 0],whereas on �oating-point numbers the solution is muh more wider.However, the de�nition of the Box-onsisteny does not mention the intervalNewton method. Next setion shows how the de�nition of the Box-onsistenyan be extended to handle interval of �oating point numbers.



4 Solving FCSPThis setion shows that interval analysis provides a deision proedure for hek-ing whether a given interval ontain no solution of an FCSP. We also introdue anew algorithm, whih exploit loal onsisteny algorithms as heuristis. Roughlyspeaking, loal onsisteny algorithms are very helpful to identify a part of thesearh spae whih may not ontain any solution; Interval analysis being usedto verify that these spaes do atually ontain no solution.4.1 A deision proedure based upon interval analysisThe basi property that a �ltering algorithm of an FCSP must satisfy is theonservation of all the solutions. So, to redue interval x = [x, x] to x = [xm, x]we must hek that there exists no solution for some onstraint fj(x, x1, ..., xn) ⋄
0 when x is set to [x, xm]. This job an be done by using interval analysistehniques to evaluate fj(x, x1, ..., xn) over [x, xm] when all omputations omplywith the IEEE 754 reommendations.To establish this nie property let us reall some basis on interval analysisover reals.Let x = [x, x], with x and x ∈ IF , be an interval of I. We note X = [x, x] theorresponding interval over IR, i.e., X is the set of reals {v ∈ IR | x ≤ v ≤ x}.
IR denotes the set of intervals over the reals. Funtions de�ned over IR will besubsripted by R.De�nition 2 (Interval Extension [Moo66,Han92℄).Let x̃ denotes any value in interval X.
• f : IRn → IR is an interval extension of fR : Rn → R i� ∀ X1, . . . ,Xn ∈
IR : fR(x̃1, . . . , x̃n) ∈ f(X1, . . . ,Xn).
• c : IRn → Bool is an interval extension of c : Rn → Bool i� ∀ X1, . . . ,Xn ∈
IR : c(x̃1, . . . , x̃n) ⇒ c(X1, . . . ,Xn)De�nition 3 (Set Extension).Let S be a subset of R. The Hull of S �denoted �S� is the smallest interval
I suh that S ⊆ I.The term �smallest subset� (w.r.t. inlusion) must be understood aord-ing to the preision of �oating-point operations. We onsider that results of�oating-point operations are outward-rounded when a funtion is evaluated overan interval.Similarly, f is the natural interval extension of fR (see [Moo66℄) if f isobtained by replaing in fR eah onstant k with the smallest interval ontaining
k, eah variable x with an interval variableX, and eah arithmeti operation withits optimal interval extension [Moo66℄. c denotes the natural interval extensionof c.Now, let us reall a fundamental result of interval analysis :



Proposition 1. [Moo66℄Let f : IRn → IR be the natural interval extension of fR : Rn → R, then
�{fR(x̃1, . . . , x̃n)} ⊆ f(X1, . . . ,Xn) where x̃i denotes any value in Xi.Proposition 1 states that f(X1, . . . ,Xn) ontains at least all solutions in R.Proposition 2.Let f : IRn → IR be the natural interval extension of fR : Rn → R, then
�{f(ṽ1, . . . , ṽn)} ⊆ f(X1, . . . ,Xn) where ṽi denotes any value in xi.Sketh of the proof: It is trivial to show that f(X1, . . . ,Xn) ontainsall solutions over the �oats when f is a basi operation, i.e., operations forwhih an optimal interval exists [Moo66℄. Indeed, if f is a basi operation, thebounds of f(X1, . . . ,Xn) orrespond respetively to min(eval(f(x1, ..., xn),−∞)and max(eval(f(x1, ..., xn), +∞)) for xi ∈ xi and i ∈ {1, n}.So, it results from the properties of the rounding operations8 that

f(X1, . . . ,Xn) ≤ eval(f(x1, ..., xn), r) ≤ f(X1, . . . ,Xn)for r ∈ {+∞,−∞, 0, near}, xi ∈ xi and i ∈ {1, n}. That is to say, whateverrounding mode is used, there exist no �oating-point value vx ∈ x suh that
eval(f(vx, v1, . . . , vk), r) 6∈ f(X,X1, . . . ,Xk).It is straightforward to show by indution that this property still holds when
f(x1, . . . , xn) is a omposition of basi operations. The essential observation isthat the omputation of eval(fj(x1, ..., xn), r) and of f(X1, . . . ,Xn) are per-formed by evaluating the same sequene of basi operations (based on the sameabstrat tree). �Thus, interval analysis based evaluation provides a safe proedure to hekwhether a onstraint c may ontain a solution in some interval.Now, we are in position to introdue a �onservative� loal onsisteny forinterval of �oating point numbers.De�nition 4 (FP-Box�Consisteny). Let (X ,D, C) be an FCSP and c ∈ Ca k-ary onstraint c is FB-Box�Consistent if, for all xi in X(c) suh that Dxi

=
[a, b], the following relations hold :1. c(Dx1

, . . . ,Dxi−1
, [a, a],Dxi+1

, . . . ,Dxk
),2. c(Dx1

, . . . ,Dxi−1
, [b, b],Dxi+1

, . . . ,Dxk
).Next setion desribes a �ltering algorithmwhih enfores FP-Box�Consisteny.4.2 A new Filtering algorithmIn the following, we introdue a new algorithm for pruning the domain of anFCSP. This algorithm is adapted from the �Branh and Prune Algorithm Newton�algorithm introdued in [VMK97℄8 It follows from the de�nition of rounding [ANS85℄ that: Round−∞(x . y) ≤

Roundr(x . y) ≤ Round+∞(x . y) where Roundr is rounding toward r, for all
r ∈ {−∞, 0, near, +∞}.



Algorithm 1 prunes the domain of a variable by inreasing the lower bound.The funtion that omputes the upper bound an be written down in a similarway.The funtion guess(cj,x) searhes for the left most 0 of the onstraint cj . Thesimplest way to implement guess(cj,x) onsists in using a dihotomy algorithmto split the domain. Of ourse, suh a proess would be very ine�ient. That iswhy we suggest to use 2B or Box�onsisteny to implement funtion guess(cj,x).Of ourse, di�erent heuristis may be used to hoose xm. For instane, a valueloser from x than the midpoint ould be seleted.Algorithm 1 Computing Lower boundFuntion Lower-bound(IN: cj ,x) return Lower bound of x% ǫ: minimal redution
x←guess(cj ,x)if cj([x, x], X1, . . . , Xn) & x < xthen

xm ←
x+x

2if cj([x, xm],X1, . . . ,Xn)then return Lower-bound(cj , [x, xm])else return Lower-bound (cj , [xm, x])endifelse return xendifend Lower-boundThe sheme of the standard narrowing algorithm�derived from AC3 [Ma77℄�is given by algorithm 2. narrow(c,X) is a funtion whih prunes the domainsof all the variables ourring in c. Implementation of narrow(c,X) onsists justin a all of the funtions Lower_bound and Upper_bound for eah variable. FB�Filtering ahieves FP�Box onsisteny. An approximation of FP�Box onsistenyan be omputed by replaing the test x < x by |x−x| > ǫ where ǫ is an arbitraryvalue.Algorithms that ahieve stronger onsisteny �ltering an be derived fromalgorithm 2 in the same way as 3B�onsisteny [Lho93℄ (resp. Bound�onsisteny[VHMD97,PVH98℄) algorithms have been derived from the 2B�onsisteny (resp.Box-onsisteny) algorithms.4.3 Labelling and searhSolving a onstraint system requires to alternate �ltering steps and searh steps.In the appliations where onstraints over the �oats our, we often have to dealwith very di�erent types of problems:



Algorithm 2 FB�FilteringProedure FB�Filtering(IN C, INOUT X)Queue ← Cwhile Queue 6= ∅
c← POP(Queue)
X

′ ← narrow(c, X)if X
′ 6= X then
X ← X

′Queue ←Queue ∪ {c′ ∈ C | X(c) ∩X(c′) 6= ∅}endifend FB�Filtering� Problems without solutions, e.g. , the point to reah orrespond to so-alleddead ode9 in the test ase generation appliation;� Problems with a huge number of solutions, e.g. , the point to reah orre-spond to a standard instrution;� Problems with very few solutions, e.g. , the point to reah orrespond tovery spei� exeptions handling.Stronger onsistenies are a key issue to prove that a problem has no solution.Although we ould de�ne a omplete labelling and �ltering proess, pratiallywe may fail to prove that some problems do not have any solution. Sine in mostases numerous solutions exists, we suggest to start by a labelling proess whih�fairly� selets values in the domain of a variable (see setion 5.2).5 Experimentations and appliationsWe have implemented the FB-filtering algorithm and various labelling strate-gies in a solver named FPis (whih stands for �oating-point numbers intervalonstraint solver). In the �rst subsetion, we ompare the results of FB-filtering,DeCli and PROLOG IV on several small examples. In the seond subsetion, weompare these di�erent solvers on a small test ase generation problem. Thelabelling strategy developed for that appliation is also desribed.Unless otherwise spei�ed, the onstraints are solved with a rounding mode setto near.5.1 Naive examplesA simple example already given to argue for �oating-point CSP is the followingequation : x+ y = y where y is a onstant. This equation was used to show thatsolvers over IR do not take into aount addition anellation.9 Dead ode is a piee of ode in a program, whih an never be exeuted [Kor90℄.



Consider the equation x+16.1 = 16.1. Table 1 and table 2 show the omputa-tion results of DeCli, PROLOG IV, and FB-filtering on two di�erent instanesof suh an equation.Table 1. Computing results for x + 16.1 = 16.1results [x, x]DeCli [−7.10542735760100186e − 15, +7.10542735760100186e − 15]PROLOG IV [0, 0℄FB-�ltering [−3.55271367880050053e − 15, 3.55271367880050053e − 15]Table 2. Computing results for x + 16.0 = 16.0result [x, x]DeCli [0, 0]PROLOG IV [0, 0]FB-�ltering [−1.77635683940025027e − 15, 3.55271367880050053e − 15]The two di�erent onstants used in these examples illustrate well the be-haviours of solvers over IR. FB-filtering preserve all the solutions over IF inboth ases. Note that the seond result provided by the FB-filtering is notsymmetri around 0. This is due to the fat that the exponent of the �rst �oating-point number stritly smaller than 16 and the exponent of 16 are di�erent.DeCli onverts deimal numbers to binary �oating-point numbers wheneveran interval ontains only one �oat. This onversion extends the interval to upto three �oats unless the �oat maps an integer. That is why it yields a largerinterval for the �rst example.The reader an easily hek that numerous solutions exist in the intervalsyield by FB-filtering. Consider for instane the subpart X = [1.0e−200, 1.0e−
15] of the interval omputed by FB-filtering. The evaluation of (16.0 − x) −
16.0 yields an interval whih atually ontains 0. The following lines of C odeompute that interval R :round_down();R.low = (16.0 + X.low) - 16.0;round_up();R.high = (16.0 + X.high) - 16.0;5.2 Appliation to automati data test generationIn this subsetion we investigate a small test ase generation example. In au-tomati test ase generation appliations, a problem is de�ned by the set ofonstraints that represent all the exeutable path that goes through some point



or instrution10. Before going into the details of the example, let us �rst intro-due the labelling proess.LabellingThe labelling proess is based on an uniform exploration of the whole domain.It is parameterised by a depth whih de�nes the number p of levels of exploration.12 23 34 4 4 4DiFig. 1. Baryentri enumeration shemaSuh an enumeration proess is applied in a round robin fashion to all vari-ables; eah labelling step being followed with a �ltering step.The solver FPis is based on suh a labelling proess and on the FB-filteringalgorithm. It also propagates the onstant values after eah labelling step.The ubi exampleConsider the piee of C ode in �gure 2, whih is extrated from a programthat omputes the ubi roots of a number.Here is the onstraint system that de�nes the path going through point 1:
Q = (3.0×B −A× A)/3.0

∧ R = (2.0× A× A×A− 9.0× A×B + 27.0 ×C)/27.0

∧ DELTA = (Q×Q×Q/27.0 + R×R/4.0)

∧ abs(DELTA) < 1.0e − 40where abs stands for the funtion that returns the absolute value of a number.We have generated test data whih satisfy these onstraints with DeCli andFPis. For both solvers, we have used the same labelling proess with a depthof 6.DeCli ould generate 35 sets of input values, 10 of them were wrong. Theproblems mainly ame from the ombination of outward rounding and the on-straint abs(DELTA) < 1.0e − 40 : outward rounding transforms �oating-pointvalues in intervals and the onstraints DELTA = (Q×Q×Q/27.0+R×R/4.0)holds as long as DELTA ontains values in (−1.0e − 40, 1.0e − 40), even if theevaluation of C expression is out of range.10 The generation of this onstraint system is not always possible: it is undeidable inthe general ase sine it an be redued to the halting problem.



int solve(double a, double b, double ) {double q, r, delta;...q = (3.0*b - a*a)/3.0;r = (2.*a*a*a - 9.0*a*b + 27.0*)/27.0;delta = q*q*q/27.0 + r*r/4.0;if(fabs(delta) < 1.0e-40) {/** point 1 **/...} else {...}...} Fig. 2. Code of ubi-roots exampleFPis did generate 337 sets of input values. FPis ould generate muh moretest data beause it preserves all �oating-point solutions. However the point isthat, for all of them, the C program did reah 'point 1'. Moreover, both the Cprogram and FPis generate the sames values for the loal variables.6 ConlusionThis paper has introdued a new framework for takling onstraint systemsover the �oating-point numbers, whih are required to model imperative pro-grams. After a detailed analysis of the spei�ity of onstraints systems over the�oats, we have introdued algorithms that ahieve a safe �ltering of the domainsof �oating point valued variables. Experimentations with the FPis solver arepromising and provide a �rst validation of the proposed approah.Further works onerns the improvement of the guess funtion of algorithm1, the handling of spei� values like NaNs or exeption �ags as well as e�-ieny issues. It would also be worthwhile to investigate the problems that raiseimplementations where funtions are not exatly rounded.Aknowledgements: Many thanks to Bernard Bottela and Arnaud Gotlieb fornumerous and enrihing disussions on this work. We also gratefully thank ananonymous reviewer for his onstrutive remarks, and Gilles Trombettoni for hisareful reading of this paper.Referenes[ANS85℄ ANSI/IEEE, New York. IEEE Standard for Binary Floating Point Arithmeti,Std 754-1985 edition, 1985.
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